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Search for all your favoriteÂ SkylandersÂ characters in this amazingly illustrated 32-page

search-and-find activity book.
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I only wish that it had the characters in pictures so they could be located. My son is 5 and cannot

read (granted we read it for him), but it would still be nice to have an image of which character he is

looking for.

Our kids are crazy about Skylanders and this book is loaded with tons of fun eye candy for them as

they search for characters. Our kids have spent countless time and had tons of fun looking through

these pages as they talk about the details of the book and the game. What a great idea for this

series. I would recommend this to anyone with a Skylanders fan around!

Our 7 yr old loved it since he is a huge skylander fan. I would recommend for kids that can read or

can figure out instructions because it's not obvious what you are looking for on each page unless

you read the small instructions on each page.



My eight-year-old really enjoys this book. I bought it and secretly put it away for a rainy day. One

day when he started complaining he was bored and his "screen" time was used up I pulled this out.

I've bought puzzle books, maze books, and many other books and this one was the only one to

really hold his attention.From what I understand in each elaborate picture (sort of like Where's

Waldo?) you need to find a certain number of Skylanders and several other specified items that are

different in each picture. There's a little paragraph and scenario on each page to keep it interesting.

Then, to my pleasant surprise, in the end of the book there are longer lists of even more things to go

back and locate. He even made long lists of everything he found in the pictures.Very good for my

sometimes hard-to-please son. =) I hope to find more like it.

Bought this as a birthday gift for my ASD nephew who loves skylanders! Turned into his favorite gift!

His mom told me he even PUT THE IPAD DOWN to play with it! Has lots of seek and find and some

additional activities in the back. A great gift for any kid who loves skylanders!

This is a fun book for any Skylander fan. You have to read what you are looking for and some stuff

is not that easy to spot. I like the book a lot but like so many of these hunt and find books once you

find everything you are done with the book. It is really nice quality and unique for you Skylander fan.

My 9 year old son loves this book. He loves Skylanders, and the search component makes it fun.

He just loves looking at all the little things crammed into each picture. It is full of many different

scenes and characters, he just loves it all!

Although the pictures are exciting and vivid,. there is no storyline and you have no idea what you

are searching for. Most search and find books have a box in the corner that tells you what to look for

- this doesn't. I wouldn't buy this again.
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